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Abstract

Gravity waves can influence weather and climate patterns on various temporal and spatial scales in atmosphere. Despite

their recognized importance, there are clearly a lack of sufficient and accurate observations from currently available satellite

observing systems to satisfy the requirements of many satellite users. Common method to detect gravity waves is to measure

bright temperature (BT) anomalies, which rely on an initial efficient background removal method. Before gravity waves can

be extracted from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) raw radiances, Hoffmann and Alexander (2010) used a fourth-order

polynomial fitting (4PF) method to remove the background variations. In this study, we propose a new strategy, an optimal

orthogonal polynomial fitting (OPF) method using Chebyshev Polynomials as basis functions, to remove the background

variations and estimate BT perturbations. By extending the classic 4PF method to the fifth-order polynomial fitting (5PF)

method, and combining the Cressman interpolation (CI) method, some experiments are designed to validate the feasibility and

superiority of OPF method. The results show that OPF is the optimal method to remove the limb-brightening effect in the

extraction of gravity wave signals generated by typhoons. In addition, what we noticed is that an appropriate fitting orders

have to be selected to get more accurate BT anomalies signals in the experiments to extract gravity wave signals.
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Abstract15

Gravity waves can influence weather and climate patterns on various temporal and spa-16

tial scales in atmosphere. Despite their recognized importance, there are clearly a lack17

of sufficient and accurate observations from currently available satellite observing sys-18

tems to satisfy the requirements of many satellite users. Common method to detect grav-19

ity waves is to measure bright temperature (BT) anomalies, which rely on an initial ef-20

ficient background removal method. Before gravity waves can be extracted from Atmo-21

spheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) raw radiances, Hoffmann and Alexander (2010) used22

a fourth-order polynomial fitting (4PF) method to remove the background variations.23

In this study, we propose a new strategy, an optimal orthogonal polynomial fitting (OPF)24

method using Chebyshev Polynomials as basis functions, to remove the background vari-25

ations and estimate BT perturbations. By extending the classic 4PF method to the fifth-26

order polynomial fitting (5PF) method, and combining the Cressman interpolation (CI)27

method, some experiments are designed to validate the feasibility and superiority of OPF28

method. The results show that OPF is the optimal method to remove the limb-brightening29

effect in the extraction of gravity wave signals generated by typhoons. In addition, what30

we noticed is that an appropriate fitting orders have to be selected to get more accurate31

BT anomalies signals in the experiments to extract gravity wave signals.32

1 Introduction33

Atmospheric gravity waves play a critical role in general circulation at scales rang-34

ing from regional weather pattern to global climate (Miller et. al., 2015). Satellite in-35

struments are widely used to detect gravity waves, because it is not affected by weather36

and can observe its global structure (Moffat-Griffin, 2019;Vargas et. al., 2021). Gener-37

ally, gravity wave signals are obtained by filtering out fluctuations of other scales through38

satellite observation data, we observed its shape and performed spectral analysis to ob-39

tain its wavelength and period (Florian and Vincent, 2001; Alexander and Barnet, 2007;40

Wang et. al., 2019). The AIRS detector carried on the Aqua satellite overcomes the short-41

comings of insufficient resolution of previous data, and Its 4.3µm and 15µm bands are42

often used to discern gravity wave signals (Alexander and Barnet, 2007; Hoffmann and43

Alexander, 2009, 2010). Studies have shown that stratospheric temperature anomalies44

are directly related to BT from AIRS 4.3µm absorption band (Hoffmann and Alexan-45

der, 2009, 2010). AIRS radiation can be used to detect gravity waves with a vertical height46

in the range of 20km-65km and a horizontal wavelength exceeding 40 km (Alexander and47

Barnet, 2007).48

Historically, various background removal methods have been adopted for different49

observation data (Alexander et. al., 2010). As early as the end of the 20th century, us-50

ing sounding data detected by satellite LIMS (Limb Infrared Monitor), scientists intro-51

duced linear quadratic estimation to separate small-scale temperature perturbations from52

global temperature data to extract synoptic-scale stratospheric gravity wave signals (Fet-53

zer and Gille, 1994; Eckermann and Preusse, 1999). When extracting tropospheric grav-54

ity waves from 6.7µm water vapor channel of MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-55

radiometer) detector, a filtering algorithm was used to minimize the detector-to-detector56

artifacts (Uhlenbrock et. al., 2007; Lyapustin et. al., 2014). Radiation perturbations sep-57

arated by subtracting a third-order fitting polynomial from AMSU (Advanced Microwave58

Sounding Unit-A) Channels 9-14 (upper troposphere to middle stratosphere) data can59

extract 80hPa-2.5hPa gravity wave activity (Wu and Zhang, 2004; Eckermann et. al.,60

2006).61

Satellite remote sensing data have improved our ability to observe gravity waves62

from space (Perrett et. al., 2021). However, there is still a gap between the observed tem-63

perature perturbation signals and simulated gravity waves signals. Some interpolation64

methods, such as CI and 4PF methods, are widely used to remove background variations65
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in oceanic and atmospheric subjects. AIRS 4.3µm BT show a scan angle-dependent limb-66

brightening effect and a variable background variations due to planetary waves. Before67

gravity waves can be detected, Hoffmann and Alexander (2010) proposed to subtract a68

4PF to remove the limb-brightening and other background effect. The subtracted 4PF69

is essentially the plane-parallel wave components oriented in the along-track direction.70

Because the angle-dependent perturbations along the track direction is not taken into71

account, the separated BT perturbation still contains some background variations, and72

it is necessary to propose a more accurate gravity wave signals extraction method.73

The primary motivation for our work is to introduced a new method to retrieve grav-74

ity wave signals, also known as OPF method, which is one of the methods combining ac-75

curacy with efficiency to remove background BT. This paper is organized as follows, Sec-76

tion 2 is a description of the data and methods. The third part of this article is an in-77

troduction to the typhoon event. Numerical simulation of gravity waves induced by con-78

vection are set up in section 4. In Section 5, OPF method is introduced to fit AIRS back-79

ground BT and extract gravity wave signals, and practical comparison are also carried80

out in this section. Section 6 presents the conclusions and discussions.81

2 Data and Methods82

2.1 Data Selection83

Gravity waves are detected by AIRS on Aqua satellite via the temperature pertur-84

bation anomalies in atmosphere. AIRS instruments can provide infrared radiance spec-85

tra in 3.74-4.61µm, 6.2-8.2µm and 8.8-15.4µm wavebands. Among them, the 4.3µm and86

15µm CO2 spectral bands have been extensively used to study gravity waves in the strato-87

sphere (Alexander and Barnet, 2007; Hoffmann et. al. 2018). Here we select the AIRS88

4.3µm and 15µm channel Level 1B raw radiance data to examine gravity waves signals89

observed in typhoon (Soulik 1307).90

2.2 A local analysis method91

Analysis of satellite highly accurate temperature perturbations involves removing92

background variations and limb-brightening effect. As is traditionally done with AIRS,93

The 4PF method was used to remove the background and limb-brightening effect (Hoff-94

mann and Alexander, 2009; Holt and Alexander, 2017; Alexander and Barnet, 2007; Hoff-95

mann et. al., 2014; Hindley et al., 2016; Wright et. al., 2017). In the present manuscript,96

a new OPF method, based on Chebyshev basis functions, can be also determined to re-97

move the background and limb-brightening effect, in the cross-track as well as along track98

direction from AIRS raw radiances, and produce highly accurate temperature pertur-99

bations (Junkins et. al., 2013; Li et. al., 2019).100

3 Typhoon Soulik (TS1307) Overview101

TS1307 initially started as a tropical depression moving west across the western102

Pacific Ocean on July 8, and then intensified into a tropical storm at 02:00UTC on 9 July103

2013. Figure 1 shows the trajectory, the minimum pressure and maximum sustained sur-104

face wind speed of storm life span. The storm rapidly strengthened in the next 24 hours,105

becoming a typhoon with category 1 at 08:00UTC on 9 July 2013 and a super typhoon106

with category 4 at 02:00UTC on 10 July 2013, and then reached its peak wind speed of107

∼63.88ms−1, when it moved westward along the southern periphery of subtropical high108

pressure system. On the afternoon of 11 July 2013, it weakened to a category 1 typhoon,109

and then made landfall at Taiwan island with a wind speed of 45ms−1 at 03:00UTC on110

13 July 2013. TS1307 reached Fujian Province at 16:00UTC on 13 July 2013 with a wind111

speed of 33ms−1, and continued to move inland with heavy rain and rapidly diminish-112

ing wind speeds. TS1307 encountered a preexisting cold eddy and midlevel dry air en-113
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trained from its northwest, which coincided with its weakening before landfall. Strikingly,114

two concentric eye-wall (CE) structures are identified, one maintained from 07:29 UTC115

on July 9 to 08:32 UTC on July 10, and the other could be clearly seen from 06:30 UTC116

on July 11 to 16:49 UTC on July 12, which may be related to gravity waves generated117

by typhoon deep convection.118

Our next step is to analyze whether the gravity waves are generated by deep con-119

vection in the typhoon. For the typhoon events we studied, we identified deep convec-120

tion mainly by the 1231 cm−1 AIRS radiance channel, and a threshold of 220K was se-121

lected to detect deep convection (Hoffmann and Alexander, 2010). The AIRS cloud top122

BT at 8.1 µm are presented in Figure 2, where high cold clouds are identified by low BT123

(¡=220K), indicating the existence of deep convection. What’s striking is that, deep con-124

vection is at its strongest period, when TS1307 intensifies rapidly and has peak inten-125

sity (16:42 on July 9). However, it can be clearly seen that deep convection weakens be-126

fore (17:12 on July 12) and after (17:54 on July 13) TS1307 makes landfall.127

Figure 1. (a) Trajectory of storm from 6 to 13 July 2013, based on Joint Typhoon Warning

Center best track data, and (b) Maximum surface wind speed and minimum central pressure of

storm life span.
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4 Numerical Simulation128

The numerical simulation of gravity wave was performed using the Advanced Re-129

search WRF modeling system. The model was set up with a horizontal 102×86 grid points130

and 30km grid spacing centered on Taiwan Island (23.80N , 120.90E), a nested domain131

with 10 km grid spacing and a vertical sigma levels from the surface to 10 hPa, and the132

topmost 10 km was used as a damping layer. The simulation was integrated for 36h from133

00:00 UTC 12 July to 12:00 UTC 13 July. Boundary and initial conditions were estab-134

lished using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Analy-135

sis data, which had 10×10 grid resolution. The model physics schemes applied are the136

K-F scheme for cumulus parameterization, Lin microphysics scheme, Yon-sei University137

planetary boundary layer scheme, and Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for long wave ra-138

diation physics scheme (Hong et al., 2004; Hong et al., 2006; Wu et. al., 2015).139

The simulated typhoon track agrees well with the observed, although it moves slightly140

slower than the observation. Fortunately, the simulated typhoon intensity represented141

by the minimum sea level pressure approaches the observed values after landfall. The142

magnitudes of gravity waves correlate with typhoon intensity more or less when a typhoon143

is in a decaying stage. To compare gravity wave characteristics in the WRF simulations144

and AIRS observations quantitatively, Figure 3 shows a plot of the simulated vertical145

velocity and potential temperature, the corresponding wavelet coefficient, local wavelet146

power spectrum (WPS), and its global WPS. Some wave-like cloud structures can be seen147

in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, indicating gravity waves moving eastward relative to typhoon.148

In the WRF simulation, most obvious was the significantly wavelet power through the149

Figure 2. AIRS cloud top temperature at 8.1µm (unit: K). (a) 15:00-20:00UTC 9 July, (b)

02:00-07:00UTC 12 July, (c) 15:00-20:00UTC 12 July, (d) 15:00-20:00UTC 13 July 2013.
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256 km wavelength (figure 3c). This is also illustrated by the predominant black con-150

tour band located at the 256 km wavelength on the local WPS (Figure 3d). The 256 km151

wavelength can be intuitively illustrated by the major peak in the global WPS (Figure152

3e).153

5 AIRS Observation154

Analysis of AIRS radiances first require to subtract a background signals, the re-155

maining residuals are then treated as gravity waves. In this study, a new OPF method156

has been developed to remove the limb-brightening effect and orthogonally fit the back-157

ground signals. As is traditionally done with AIRS, the 4PF method will be also applied158

to extract gravity wave signals. Besides, both the 5PF and CI method are employed to159

evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the OPF method. For the OPF method,160

the polynomial orders should be selected according to observation. In this study, the poly-161

nomial orders of cross-track and along-track direction are set to 6 and 7, respectively.162

Alternatively, for the CI method, the influence radius of CI method is initially selected163

as 30 to generate background signals. If there are at least 100 observation points within164

the influence radius, the background signals of that grid will be computed. Otherwise,165

the influence radius is increased by 0.10 until there are 100 observation points that fall166

within the radius.167

Figure 3. Wavelet spectra analysis of Simulated vertical velocity at z=26 km at 17:00 UTC,

12 July, 2013 (a) Vertical Velocity, (b) Potential Temperature, (c) Wavelet Coefficient, (d)Local

WPS, (e)Global WPS.
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5.1 AIRS Gravity Waves Signals168

The deep convection in typhoon generates gravity waves, analysis of which can be169

conducted using AIRS data. Figure 4 shows the AIRS 4.3µm BT perturbations induced170

by TS1307 as sampled at 17:12 UTC 12 July 2013. Ring-like features indicating concen-171

tric gravity waves are easily discerned in each panel. However, gravity waves estimated172

by PF (4PF and 5PF) and CI methods show an intuitive spurious signals on the right-173

side of the scan. It has to be noted that, wave signals obtained by CI method indicate174

particularly obvious biases compared to all other methods on the left side of the scan.175

We are aware that no significant false signals with the OPF method are seen on the left176

and right side of the scan. These suggest that the estimated signals will apparently be177

more accurate if the OPF method is adopted.178

AIRS BT perturbation variances by the four methods are displayed in Figure 5.179

If the variance exceeds the threshold of 0.05K2 in the range of r < 100km, it is assumed180

to be a gravity wave event. Perturbation variances by the four background removal meth-181

ods determine that waves occurred behind the center of moving typhoon.182

5.2 Comparison of AIRS BT Signals183

The estimated background BT using the four methods are shown in Figure 6, and184

the black solid line indicates that the estimated background BT equal to raw radiances.185

From this Figure we can see that the background BT estimated by the PF and CI meth-186

ods are asymmetric at the right end of the black solid line. However, the background BT187

estimated using the OPF method are approximately symmetric at the right end of the188

Figure 4. Gravity wave signals from AIRS radiance by four methods (a) 4PF, (b) CI, (c) 5PF

and (d) OPF method in the altitude range z=30-40 km at 17:12 UTC on 12 July 2013.
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black solid line. The background signal obtained by the OPF method match well with189

the raw radiance, which are basically adjacent to the solid line.190

To further compare the pros and cons of the four methods for removing limb ef-191

fects along the viewing angle, the optimum BT profile, spanning from 119.90E to 137.50E192

along latitude 210N in the altitude range 30-40km, can be expected to distinguish these193

four methods. The removal of the BT background signals is directly related to the char-194

acterization of the perturbation signals. The results in Figure 7 show that there are ob-195

vious differences between the four methods at both ends of the profile line. For the re-196

gions where the BT at the end of the scan is the largest, although the 5PF method is197

an improvement over the 4PF, there is still no obvious improvement effect. In contrast,198

the OPF method has the best fitted BT at the left and right end of the scan.199

One way to assess how well a background BT fits a raw BT is to calculate the root200

mean square error (RMSE), which is a metric that tells us the average distance between201

the fitted BT from the four methods and the raw BT in the dataset.202

The formula to find RMSE is as follows:203

RMSE =

√
SSE

n
, SSE =

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (1)

where N is the number of samples, yi is the fitted background BT and ŷi is the raw BT.204

Figure 5. AIRS BT perturbation variances obtained by the four methods (a) 4PF, (b) CI, (c)

5PF and (d) OPF method.
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Another way is to calculate R-Squared (RS), which indicates the correctness of the205

background BT and shows how well the background BT fits the raw data.206

RS = 1 − SSE

SST
, SST =

n∑
i=1

(yi − ȳi)
2 (2)

where SST is the total sum of squares and ȳi is the mean fitted background BT.207

Here, the RMSE and RS are particularly useful for comparing the fit of these four208

methods. By employing both RS and RMSE as indicators, the accuracy of the fitted BT209

can be validated comprehensively. Figure 8 shows RMSE (blue line) and the determi-210

nation coefficient RS (red line) between the background and raw BT at both ends of the211

profile line. As you can see from the figure 8, OPF has the lowest RMSE, which indi-212

cates that it’s able to fit the background BT the best out of the four potential methods.213

In addition, it can be seen from Figure 8 that the RS of 5PF is the largest, and the RS214

of OPF is slightly weaker than that of 5PF. However, in combination with Figure 7, the215

5PF mistakenly treats some real signals as gravity wave signals, which results in the fit-216

ted background BT being closer to the raw BT. Therefore, on the whole, among the four217

methods, the OPF method is the best for fitting the background BT at both ends of the218

profile line. This suggests that if we utilize the OPF method, the fitted BT will appar-219

ently be more accurate.220

Figure 6. Comparison of Estimated BT background signals from the four methods (a) 4PF,

(b) CI, (c) 5PF and (d) OPF method.
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5.3 AIRS BT Wavelet Analysis221

The wavelet analysis, commonly used in meteorology, is employed to represent the222

wave signals revealed by the BT curves in Figure 7. Local wavelet power spectrum (WPS)223

and global WPS of the estimated BT obtained by utilizing the four fitting methods are224

shown in Figure 9 and 10. The cone of influence (COI), which can isolate the background225

and false signals from the realistic wave signals, enclosed by the blue curve and the x-226

axis, represents where edge effects become important. The circles surrounded by the black227

curve in the figure are where the 95% confidence test was passed. The wavelength can228

be recognized by looking at the high-intensity spectrogram and visualizing its magni-229

tude. It can be seen that wave signals exhibit an obvious high wavelet power through230

the 256 km wavelength in Figure 9 and 10. This is illustrated by the predominant black231

circles located at the 256km wavelength on the local WPS. The 256km wavelength also232

illustrated by the major peak in the global WPS and the corresponding wavelet coeffi-233

cient. However, the spectrum of BT obtained by the 4PF method shows a wavelength234

between 256 km and 512 km, and the wavelet power by CI method also revealed two spec-235

tral peaks with wavelengths greater than 256 km. Strikingly, they are both outside the236

COI and beyond the 95% confidence level. These demonstrate that the BT signals ob-237

tained by the CI and 4PF method still contain strong background signals that has not238

been removed. It is worth noting that in the wavelet spectrum revealed by the 5PF and239

OPF methods, the most notable spectral peak is at 256 km wavelength, and there are240
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no other significant wavelengths. As can be seen from Figure 3 and 11, the gravity waves241

identified from the WRF simulation are reproduced well in the AIRS BT perturbations242

estimated by 5PF and OPF method, both in terms of horizontal wavelength and wave243

morphology.244

To further select the optimal AIRS BT perturbation signals, the first step is to in-245

tercept 200 km at the left and right ends of the curves in Figure 7. Figure 11 shows the246

local and global WPS of the BT perturbations at the right end of the curves. The most247

striking is that the BT perturbation spectrum revealed by the 4PF method contains a248

significant spurious background signal. The most intuitive is that there are some signif-249

icant small wave signals with wavelengths ranging from 4 to 8 km in the BT perturba-250

tion spectrum obtained by the OPF method. Relatively speaking, these indicate that251

BT perturbation obtained by the OPF method contains less background signals and more252

real signals.253

6 Conclusion and Discussion254

In this paper, the OPF method is presented to extract gravity wave signals from255

the AIRS data, and a Typhoon event is selected as an example. When applying the OPF256

method, we need to pay attention to the selection of the appropriate orders in x and y257

directions, after the polynomial coefficients are calculated based on observational data.258

Gravity wave signals from typhoon are successfully extracted by the OPF method with259

accuracy higher than CI and PF (4PF and 5PF) method. Therefore, it is validated that260

the OPF method can extract gravity wave signals accurately. The RMSEs of the OPF261

method are the smallest among those methods extracting gravity wave signals. The real262

waves signals by WRF simulation are reproduced well in the AIRS BT perturbation ob-263

tained by OPF method. Although the 5PF method is inferior to the OPF method, the264

5PF method is superior to the 4PF method and the CI method. However, it has to be265

pointed out that to obtain accurate gravity wave signals, better mathematical methods266

Figure 8. Comparison of RMSE and RS between the raw and the background BT fitted by

the four methods (4PF, CI, 5PF and OPF method) at the (a) left and (b) right end of the profile

line.
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need to be proposed later to eliminate the interference caused by the satellite scanning267

angle and other scale signals.268
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Figure 9. Wavelet coefficient and WPS (Local and Global) of the CI (a, b, c) and OPF( d, e,

f) BT curves in Figure 7.
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7 Appendix: OPF Method272

The OPF method is based on Chebyshev polynomials and basis functions. The raw273

BT can be fitted as (Junkins et al., 2013; Li et al., 2019):274

T̃ (xi, yi) =

K0∑
K=0

S0∑
S=0

AK,SΦK(xi) ξS(yi) (A.1)

where xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , N) and yj(j = 1, 2, . . . ,M), and K and S are the orders of poly-275

nomials in the x and y directions, respectively. K0 and S0 are the corresponding cut-off276

Figure 10. Wavelet coefficient and WPS (Local and Global) of the 5PF (a, b, c) and OPF (d,

e, f) BT curves in Figure 7.
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orders. ΦK(xi) is the k-order Chebyshev polynomial in the x direction, and ξS(yj) is the277

s-order Chebyshev polynomial in the y direction.278

Because the Chebyshev polynomial is orthogonal, the Chebyshev expansion coef-279

ficients AK,S can be written as280

AK,S =

∑N
i=1

∑M
j=1 T (xi, yi) ΦK(xi) ξS(yj)∑N

i=1 ΦK(xi)2
∑M

j=1 ξS(yj)2
(A.2)
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4PF, (c) 5PF and (d) OPF method at the right end of the curves in Figure 7.
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The sum of squared errors SSE is expressed as281

SSE(A0,0, A1,0, ..., AK0,S0
) =

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

[T −
K0∑
K=0

S0∑
S=0

AK,S ΦK(xi) ξS(yj)]
2 (A.3)

The raw BT is orthogonally expanded using the OPF method to determine the along-282

track and cross-track eigenvectors of each grid point, which are multiplied with the cor-283

responding weight coefficients.284
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